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Invitation Letter
Dear Honorable Dr. Florian Kongoli:
With the support of Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO), 19 Chinese Ministries, and approximately
20 overseas and domestic NGOs, hosted by the Xi’an Municipal Government, Euro-Asia Economic
Forum (EAEF) 2013 will be held this year at Qujiang International Conference Center, Xi’an, China. The
theme of the forum during September 26-29, 2013 is “From Concrete Collaborations to Common
Prosperity”.
On behalf of the Executive Committee Office, we cordially invite you to be one of the VIP Speakers in
the field of Materials at EAEF-2013.
Initiated and promoted by the SCO member states, and with approval of Chinese government, Euro-Asia
Economic Forum is designed to be a high-end international conference geared to the needs of the vast
Eurasian region. Since it was launched in 2005, three editions of forum have been so far successfully
convened. Mr. Wu Bangguo, Chairman of China’s National People’s Congress, Mr. Jia Qinglin, Chairman
of the National Committee of the Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference, Mr. Xi Jinping,
Current Chinese President, and leaders of other Eurasian countries once attended the forum and delivered
speeches successively.
With profound changes in the world’s economy structure and the close of the 18th People Congress of
CCPC, China is stepping into a new historic period. In such critical times and with 10 years being in
operation, Euro-Asia Economic Forum 2013 will be one of the most glorious economic forums in the
world. This forum will launch strong wave debates on how to stimulate the concreted collaborations and
sustainable development between European and Asian Countries and to explore new solutions for mutual
economic growth.
The aims of the forum will be the formation of Euro-Asia inland economic structure, translating economic
collaboration policy and potentials of SCO into real outcome and to advocate and promote the unification
of Europe and Asia Economic Zones to meet the challenges of economic risks and difficulties. At the
Beijing Summit of SCO in June 2012, all member countries recognized our current working focus shifting
from legal mechanism establishment towards promoting real collaborations in all economic standpoints.
EAEF 2013 hopes to promote mutual economic prosperity by discussing fundamental topics to reach a
series of agreements on how to enhance mutual sharing of; infrastructure constructions, trade promotions,
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joint-ventured demonstration parks for systematic explorations, investment liberalization & facilitation, and
collaboration in fields of energy, finance, science and technologies, emerging industries, non-resource
development and the people's livelihood oriented industries.
Euro-Asia Economic Forum 2013 will be fully committed to keeping a high standard for all invited
members and delegates, and outweigh previous years by inviting:







One Standing Committee Member of China CCPC
6-8 Presidents, Vice Presidents or Premiers, Vice Premiers from Member Countries of Shanghai
Cooperation Organization and 2-4 Ex-Presidents or ex-Premiers of European Countries
50+ Ministers of Euro-Asia Countries
30+ Representatives of International SCO and NGOS
20+ Ambassadors of Euro-Asia Countries in China
3000+ Domestics and Overseas Distinguished and Top Economic and Industrial Leaders, and
Experts in areas of Finance, Energy, Education, Tourism, Culture, Heritage Protection,
Eco-Protection, Science & Technology, Business Development and Investment.

We hope that you can fully benefit from this prestigious invitation and take part in such an exceedingly
important economic forum for Euro-Asian regional economic cooperation and common development in
Xi’an this September. It will be a pragmatic and fruitful meeting and become a memorable historical,
cultural, green and ecological journey for you. In addition, we hope that you can take advantage of this
exceptional opportunity for business networking, an industrial field trip or perhaps lecture at a famous local
university in the coming golden season.
For more info about Euro-Asia Economic Forum 2013: PS: http://www.euro-asiaforum.org

Sincerely Yours,

Office of Executive Committee of Euro-Asia Economic Forum

